
Final week before the Summer Holidays!  
 
Happy Monday everyone! I can’t believe this will be the last time I am typing this. What a strange end to 
the year you are all experiencing. I want to express my thanks to you all (parents and children!) for working 
so well during such uncertain circumstances. I hope you all enjoyed my poem – please forgive me for some 
of the rhyming! This definitely isn’t how I thought I would say good-bye but as new adventures begin for 
me, they do for you too! You will all thrive in Year 6, I am sure. It is a fun year and you have so much to 
look forward to. Good luck J  
 
English  
We are using some of the Hamilton Trust plans. The first one is topical, looking at the issue of, “Black Lives 
Matter”, which will need some adult discussion. If you feel that this topic is not for you, the alternatives 
are, “The Adventures of Sinbad” or “Tigers”. Links will be on the Year 5 webpage. 

Maths 
For the final week in maths, I have compiled a powerpoint similar to last week with lots of consolidation 
work on. As always, please complete what you can to fit in with your family schedules. 

PM 
This week we are looking at the artwork of the sculptor Barbara Hepworth. We would have usually done 
this in school during the Summer Term and it is a fantastic project. There are many practical suggestions to 
experiment with and enjoy.  

 

 

 

 

 

Summer Holidays 
I want you all to be able to enjoy your holidays and relax in time for September. However, if you would like 
to, there are a lot of websites that are offering free subscriptions throughout the summer: Twinkl Home 
Learning Hub, Classroom Secrets Home Learning, Hamilton Trust and Oak Academy. Added to the webpage 
are some Summer booklets on English and Maths and an English and Maths Transition to Year 6 
workbooks. These are not compulsory and are there if you find yourself wanting some more structure.  

A final message!  

I want to say thank-you so much for all the kind words you have expressed about my new adventure. I am 
looking forward to working in a different setting with new challenges but I will miss Team Dorridge very 
much.  

I hope to speak to all parents/children this week of those who have not been in school. I will call on 
Monday or Tuesday with no called ID. It may be in the morning or the afternoon but if I don’t manage to 
catch you, I really hope you have a lovely summer and are able to meet up with some friends and family 
who you may not have seen for a while. Fingers crossed we have some lovely weather and for those of you 
able to go on your abroad holidays (or staycations!) I hope you have a brilliant time – we all deserve it! J 
J J  



Miss Sheridan 


